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remain in the jet like regime [26]. Second, when both the momen
tum flux ratio J and the annular swirl number S2 are high enough,
the flow field is strongly modified with the appearance of a stable
CRZ that pushes the reaction zone upstream and makes the flame
more compact.

All the investigated flames in this first set of experiments are
well attached to the lips of the central tube. This feature is exem
plified in Fig. 4 showing the OH* emission distribution of nine
selected flames. These observations remain valid for all the 91
operating conditions investigated when S1 ¼ 0; 0:75 � J � 8 and
0 � S2 � 1:1. Flame images of the OH* emission intensity col
lected with a short exposure time Dt ¼ 1 ls, not shown here,
always detect OH* light close to the injector lip.

The flame front starts at the edge of the internal injector rim,
which is the most upstream point where the methane and the oxi
dizer meet. For flames obtained with a high outer swirl number
S2, the OH* peak emission slightly shifts radially above the oxi
dizer stream, as in the top row images in Fig. 4 when S2 ¼ 1. In
these conditions, the CRZ lies just above the central injection tube
outlet so that a small fraction of the methane stream is pushed

toward the annular channel upstream within the oxidizer flow.
This yields a diffusion flame front anchored in the annular stream
a few millimeters below the injection plane. This reaction taking
place inside the annular channel is not visible from the view angle
of Fig. 4 due to the surrounding metallic components of the
burner, but is clearly visible in images taken from the top view
above the injector (not shown here). Though this flame protruding
inside the injector is not entirely attached, it cannot be considered
lifted either. In all the experiments carried out in the absence of
inner swirl S1¼ 0, it was not possible to lift the oxy flames with
YO2;2 ¼ 0:40. These flames remain attached to the injector nozzle
lip. In this stabilization mode, the injector nozzle is submitted to
high thermal stress.

4 Effect of S1 on Flame Stabilization

A swirl motion is now provided to the central fuel stream with
the help of one of the three axial swirling vanes placed in the cen
tral tube. The value of the inner swirl number is varied from
S1¼ 0 to S1 ¼ 0:87 depending on the twisted vane which is used.
The flames are investigated at the same operating conditions as in
Sec. 2. The momentum flux ratio is varied from J¼ 0.75 to 8 and
the outer swirl number S2 from 0 to 1.1. When the swirl level in
the annular oxidizer stream is small S2 < 0:6, flames in the jet
like regime blow off. For higher levels of annular swirl S2,
changes of flame patterns induced by an increase in the inner swirl
number S1 are presented for three pairs of values J and S2 in
Fig. 5. On the left, the OH*signal is integrated along the line of
sight. The flames feature a discernible reaction front when stabi
lized close to the combustor dump plane. This enables to perform
a reliable Abel deconvolution of the signal to get the OH* distri
bution in an axial plane crossing the burner axis. These Abel
deconvoluted images help to better estimate the flame front posi
tion and are presented on the right in Fig. 5.

When an inner swirl S1 > 0 is imparted to the central flow, the
flames are not all attached to the central injector nozzle anymore.
In many cases, the reaction layer stabilized at the edge of the cen
tral fuel tube disappears and the flame is stabilized further down
stream from the injector nozzle outlet. The selected set of images
depicted in Fig. 5 points out that different values of S1 are needed
to lift the flames depending on both the values of the momentum
flux ratio J and the outer swirl number S2. At the top in Fig. 5, the
outer swirl number is high S2 ¼ 0:85. For this annular swirl level,
the only lifted flame is the one featuring the highest inner swirl
number S1 ¼ 0:87. In the bottom row in Fig. 5, when the outer
swirl is reduced to S2 ¼ 0:65 and the momentum flux is high in

Fig. 4 OH* flame images as a function of the momentum flux
ratio J and the outer swirl number S2. The inner swirl is fixed to
S1 5 0. The Otsu contour delineating the flame front location is
represented in white [34]. The gray elements delineate at scale
the solid components of the test rig.

Fig. 5 OH* flame images as a function of the inner swirl number S1 for three selected values of the momentum flux ratio J and
the outer swirl number S2. Left: line of sight integrated images; the Otsu contour [34] is represented in white. Right: deconvo-
luted fields of the corresponding left images with Abel transform.





� Type C flame is a flame for which the Type A diffusion jet
flame front has disappeared. The reaction layer is now only
located between the fuel stream and the CRZ where the recir
culating hot gases and the oxidizer are mixed. Though the
flame is stabilized close to the injector, the flame front is not
in contact with any metallic component. The flame is there
fore lifted and fully aerodynamically stabilized. In this mode,
the liftoff height remains small Lf =d1 < 1.

� Type D flame has the same topology as Type C flame, but it
is stabilized further downstream from the injector outlet with
Lf =d1 > 1. As reported in Fig. 5, the liftoff height in this
mode is very sensitive to the injection conditions.

Transition from Type A to Type B flames is smooth. When
type A flames with S1¼ 0 feature a CRZ, the reaction front
between methane and the CRZ is diffuse and hardy discernible
(see Fig. 5). This is attributed to the momentum of the nonswirling
inner jet that pushes the reaction zone downstream. For Type A
flames featuring a CRZ, the flame front close to the CRZ is dif
fuse. Conversely, a type B flame features a bright V flame front
between the methane stream and the CRZ. The higher swirl level
in the inner jet favors vortex breakdown which places the CRZ
more upstream. Transition from type B to type C flames is steeper.
As soon as the diffusion reaction layer in the shear layer between
the two coaxial streams has disappeared, the lifted V flame pro
duces more sound and cannot return back to the type B shape
without large modifications of the operating conditions.

Flames are now analyzed with both deconvoluted images to
identify where the flame is stabilized and line of sight images
which are more representative of the size and volume occupied by
the flame. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the compactness of the flame
is drastically impacted by the inner swirl number S1. One must
recall that the Reynolds number in the annular stream is kept fixed
and equal to Re2 ¼ 12,000 in these experiments. At the top row in
Fig. 5, the momentum flux ratio is J¼ 4, only the inner swirl num
ber S1 differs between the four flames. For these injection condi
tions, the thermal power P¼ 9.4 kW and global equivalence ratio
U ¼ 0:35 are fixed. An increase in the inner swirl number S1

sharply increases the flame compactness and decreases the flame
length. It can be further seen that the gain of compactness is
directly correlated with the transition from Type B to Type C
regimes. This is also well illustrated in the middle row in Fig. 5
for J¼ 8 and S2 ¼ 0:8.

A complete characterization of the stabilization mechanism of
these flames requires more elaborated diagnostics. At this stage,
one may already attempt the following conjecture. In Type A and

Type B regimes, a diffusion flame front is anchored to the central
nozzle rim. When swirl is high enough, a central recirculation
bubble forms in this flow. This CRZ cannot, however, settle close
to the injector outlet due to burned gas acceleration produced in
the central flow by the diffusion reaction layer anchored on the
burner rim. When this diffusion reaction layer disappears and the
flame stabilizes in Type C regime, the CRZ is no longer pushed
by the burned gases and can freely protrude further upstream.
This in turn largely shortens the flame length. It is worth mention
ing that the inner fuel tube only provides a small amount of the
total mass flow rate and axial momentum flux. In these conditions,
it has been shown that even small variations of the inner swirl
number have a large impact on the flame and flow patterns.

5 Effect of Confinement and Thermal Environment

It is now worth considering how confinement due to the com
bustion chamber sidewalls affects the flame topology. A criterion
based on the confinement ratio Cr ¼ W2=ðpr2

2Þ, where
W¼ 150 mm is the width of the square combustion chamber and
r2 ¼ 10 mm the outer radius of the annular stream, is used to dis
criminate whether aerodynamics effects caused by the confine
ment need to be considered [38,39]. It has been shown in a former
study conducted with premixed flames that the Oxytec combus
tion chamber operates in a free jet regime [33]. Besides, wall tem
peratures at the injector nozzle lip [40], along the combustion
chamber back plate and in the outer recirculation zones [41,42],
can also affect flame stabilization and the liftoff height by preheat
ing the gases.

In order to verify whether the presence of the combustion
chamber sidewalls is responsible for the previous observations,
experiments are now carried out without any combustion cham
ber. The same injector is used, but the flames are stabilized in qui
escent atmosphere above the same chamber back plane and at the
same flow operating conditions as in Sec. 3 for a central swirl
level S1 ¼ 0:87. In the absence of combustion chamber, the injec
tion device does not heat up and remains at ambient temperature
T0 ¼ 293 K, except for the tip of the inner tube. This new configu
ration of the burner prevents (i) the reactants from preheating (ii)
the formation of an outer recirculation zone filled with hot burned
gases and (iii) changes of the gas composition of the flow
entrained by the annular oxidizer jet.

The results are shown in Fig. 9. Line of sight integrated OH*

intensity distributions are represented for nine flames featuring
different values of momentum flux ratio J and outer swirl number
S2. The gray elements delineate at scale the solid components of

Fig. 9 OH* flame images as a function of the momentum flux ratio J and the outer swirl number S2. S1 0:87. Left: flames sta-
bilized without the combustion chamber sidewalls. Right: flames stabilized inside the Oxytec combustion chamber delineated
in gray.





7 Effect Oxygen Enrichment on Flame Topology

So far, only the aerodynamic characteristics of the flow inside
the combustion chamber were modified. It is finally worth explor
ing the effects of chemistry with the help of a Damk€ohler number.
This number is varied by modifying the level of oxygen enrich
ment in the annular stream. The impact of the O2 enrichment on
flame topology is analyzed with OH* deconvoluted images in
Fig. 12 and with a stabilization regime map in Fig. 13. As in
Sec. 6, experiments are reported for a fixed inner swirl number
S1¼ 0.87. The oxygen mass fraction YO2 ;2 ranges from 0.23, cor
responding to an air mixture, to 0.5. For a fixed momentum flux
ratio J, increasing YO2 ;2 leads to a reduction of the global equiva
lence ratio. It appears that the flames feature the same topologies
and the same type of stabilization modes as reported in Fig. 8.
When the oxygen enrichment increases, the liftoff height reduces
and the flames are more difficult to detach from the injector rim.
As depicted in Fig. 13, transition from Type B to type C flames
depends on YO2;2. When the O2 mass fraction is lower than
YO2;2 ¼ 0:30, all the reported flames are lifted. Conversely, when
it is increased to YO2 ;2 ¼ 0:50, only the flames with a moderate
annular swirl S2 and a high momentum flux in the inner fuel
stream are lifted. Between these two limits, the mass fraction
YO2;2 ¼ 0:40 yields the best delineation between the lifted and the
attached regimes. This oxygen enrichment allows to easily charac
terize the transition from Type B to type C regimes for a large
range of combinations of J and S2. This property has motivated
the choice in this study to conduct the major part of the experi
ments at this level of O2 enrichment.

Further experiments, not reported here, were also conducted at
different levels of O2 enrichment, but without inner swirl S1¼ 0.
These flames are all attached to the nozzle rim, except a few
flames with air as the oxidizer. All these experiments confirm that
adding a swirl motion S1 to the inner fuel stream confers a high
flexible capacity to lift the flame, independently from the O2

enrichment in the annular flow.

8 Conclusion

The impact of swirl on the stabilization of non premixed
oxygen enriched flames has been investigated above a coaxial
injector. In this system, methane is injected in the inner stream
which is eventually put in rotation by an axial swirling vane. An
oxidizing O2/N2 mixture composed of 40% of oxygen in mass
flows into a swirling annular stream generated by an axial plus
tangential device. Flame topologies stabilized above this injector
have been investigated with OH* chemiluminescence images.

It has been shown that flame attachment and flame liftoff height
mainly depend on the momentum flux ratio J ¼ q2u2

z;2=q1u2
z;1.

When the momentum flux ratio J is small, the flame is lifted and
the liftoff height is maximum. Increasing J progressively reduces
the liftoff height until the flames anchor to the rim of the central
injector. This dimensionless number, disregarded in many studies
in which the coflow velocity remains small, is here varied from
J¼ 0.75 to 8 and used systematically to interpret the flame topolo
gies observed above the injector.

It has been found that swirling the annular oxidizer stream or
the inner fuel stream yield opposite effects. Without inner swirl
S1¼ 0, flames could not be lifted over the range of operating con
ditions covered in this study. A major finding of this work is that
when the central fuel stream is impregnated with swirl S1 > 0,
lifted flames with a stable central recirculating zone could be
reached over a wide set of operating conditions. In this case, flame
stabilization and liftoff characteristics have been found to depend
on the inner swirl level S1, the outer swirl level S2 and the momen
tum ratio J between the two streams. Increasing the tangential
outer momentum in the annular channel by increasing the outer
swirl number S2 or decreasing the inner axial momentum flux in
the central tube by increasing the momentum flux ratio J lowers
the position of the recirculating bubble and favors flame attach
ment to the central injector rim. Conversely, increasing the tan
gential inner momentum by increasing the inner swirl level S1 or
increasing the inner axial momentum by lowering the momentum
flux ratio J favors flame detachment from the central injector rim.

Changes of the flame topology have been classified in four suc
cessive categories depicting the apparition and the position of dis
tinct reaction layers in the flow as the inner swirl level increases.
These four topologies largely impact the thermal stress to the
injector and the flame compactness. Transitions from one topol
ogy to the following follow a similar pathway when S1, S2, and J
are modified. These topologies have also been found to be not
altered by the combustion chamber sidewalls. This proves that
flame stabilization above this injector is not impaired by the pres
ence of outer recirculation zones or by the gas composition of the
external entrained flow.

The impact of a diverging cup placed at the outlet of the oxi
dizer stream has also been characterized. Increasing the quarl
angle of the annular nozzle has been shown to greatly alter the
flame topology by decreasing the flame liftoff height and promot
ing flame attachment to the central injector nozzle. Increasing the
quarl angle lowers the position of the stagnation point of the cen
tral recirculating bubble. This leads to reduced flame liftoff
heights independently from the swirl levels in the central and
annular streams and the momentum ratio between these streams.
These experiments confirm that a quarl is an independent control
parameter to adjust flame liftoff.

Fig. 12 OH* flame images as a function of the mass fraction of
oxygen in the annular stream YO2 ;2 for two selected values of
the momentum flux ratio J and the outer swirl number S2.
Images are deconvoluted with the Abel transform. The inner
swirl number is set to S1 0:87.

Fig. 13 Transition between Type B and Type C topology as
sketched in Fig. 7, mapped with respect to the momentum flux
ratio J and the outer swirl number S2 for different level of oxy-
gen enrichment YO2 ;2. The inner swirl number is set to
S1 0:87.



Finally, the effects of mixture reactivity have been analyzed by
changing the level of oxygen in the oxidizer annular stream.
When the O2 enrichment increases, lifted non premixed flames
can be stabilized downstream coaxial injectors by increasing S1 or
decreasing S2 or J. The main parameters allowing to control the
liftoff height have therefore been identified. In particular, it has
been shown that the use of the inner swirl yields both compact
and lifted flames. The lifted flame regime is interesting from an
industrial perspective to reduce the size of the equipment while
limiting the thermal stress to the injector nozzle. These experi
ments were conducted with a coaxial injector in which the annular
oxidizer velocity is not small compared to the central fuel jet
velocity that is typical of many industrial injectors.
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